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The legal bases of BGK's functioning are constituted by: The operation of BGK as a bank is regulated by the provisions of the Act on Banking Law. Simultaneously, Art. 3 of the Act on BGK (as a lex specialis regulation in relation to the provisions of the Act on Banking Law) states that the activity of BGK is governed by the provisions of the Banking Law, unless the provisions of the Act on BGK provide otherwise.
The aims of the activity of BGK outlined by the Act clearly defi ne its public mission and the particulars of its operations on the banking market. Thus the basic aims of BGK's operations include supporting the government social and economic programs as well as local self-governance and regional development programs carried out with the employment of public means. Currently, BGK joins its full commercial activity in the scope of national and international trade with the mission of supporting social and economic endeavours of the state. The commercial activity however, serves to increase the effectiveness of realization of commissioned tasks and the development and strengthening of BGK's infrastructure and resources employed for the fulfi llment of tasks commissioned by public administration bodies. The Act on BGK allows BGK to perform all the activities defi ned by the Act on Banking Law. This means that BGK may run, like up until now, full banking operations, thus performing the banking activities restricted exclusively for banks as well as operations with the status of "banking activities", under the condition that they are performed by banks. The above solution enables BGK to employ all the tools applied in banks' operational activity for the realization of basic aims of BGK's activity, defi ned in the Act.
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Tasks concerning the operating funds functioning at BGK are performed based on the provisions of separate acts, under which the funds were created. The justifi cation of this exclusion was the orientation of Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego, based on the legal norms presented above, towards operating tasks commissioned by the government, while at the same time providing it with the possibility to pursue commercial operations in a scope allowing it to keep qualifi ed staff and infrastructure necessary for the proper operation of funds entrusted to BGK, while simultaneously avoiding the creation of conditions for unfair competition towards other fi nancial institutions.
Excluding BGK from the provisions of Directive 2006/48/EC does not mean its exclusion from the provisions of the Act on Banking Law. BGK, pursuing its banking activity (based on authorisations to perform banking operations exposing to risk any funds which have been entrusted to the bank and which are in any way repayable) is obliged to observe provisions in force for banks.
BGK, similarly to other banks, is subject to the amended (due to the introduction of the new capital requirements Basel II into the Polish legal order) provisions of the Act on Banking Law. The application of rules in force since 1 st January 2008 has resulted in the increase of capital requirements towards BGK (mostly due to the increase of risk weight on mortgage loans granted from the funds of NHF and to the inclusion of operational risk -up until now, the capital requirements statement included credit and market risk), which in turn led to the decrease of the capital adequacy ratio.
The potential increase of the total capital requirement in force since 1 st January 2008 results principally from the risk weight increase from 50% to 100% for mortgage-secured expositions within the activity of NHF, due to the fact that the main source of credit repayment are rents received from credited housing units and not other independent sources.
---Art. 128b of the Act on Banking Law was supposed to open a certain possibility of excluding BGK from capital requirements. According to this provision, the Commission for Banking Supervision may, at the request of a state bank, exempt a part of the activity or the entire activity of that bank related to servicing funds created, entrusted of transferred to that bank pursuant to separate acts, from the obligation to comply with certain requirements and standards stipulated in the Act, provided that the activity has been isolated fi nancially, and particularly that the bank does not participate in its fi nancing and that the risk related to this activity is not borne by the bank in any way, and particularly that the bank is not in any way liable for losses arising from the activity.
The fund, (which is a credit fund) currently has, at its disposal, assets amounting to PLN 6.061,9 billion.
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It must however, be noted, that currently BGK has no possibility of taking advantage of the exclusion stipulated in Art. 128b of the aforementioned Act, as in the case of programs realized within the framework of NHF, BGK participates in their fi nancing by incurring liabilities in order to support the program. Moreover, Provision 34 of BGK's Statute stipulates, that in the event of losses arising from the activity of any of the funds (serviced by BGK), the loss is covered from this fund. However, the provision does not state who is liable for losses arising from the activity of the fund should they exceed the value of the fund. The problems connected with lack of a clear defi nition of loss-related risk create a particularly specifi c situation for BGK. While calculating the capital adequacy ratio, there is no possibility to include funds located at BGK as own funds, while the assets of these funds are included in the capital requirement.
The situation of BGK in the scope of internal capital and the capital adequacy ratio due to the introduction of New Capital Requirements' (Basel II) results, in practice, from the specifi city of the Bank's activity.
The activity of the aforementioned funds is similar to that of special purpose funds, although they do not constitute special purpose funds as construed by the Act on Public Finances, neither can BGK (as a bank) be included in the sector of public fi nances. Nevertheless, its relations with the public fi nances sector are close.
Firstly, the composition of the Supervisory Board refl ects the ministerial bodies -members of the Council of Ministers, i.e. the Minister of Finance, Infrastructure, Treasure and Economy. Secondly, pursuant to Art. 164 of the Act on Public Finances, the Minister of Finance has the ability to locate budget surplus at BGK or at Narodowy Bank Polski. Thirdly, BGK is already an agent of the Ministry of Finance in the scope of operating foreign debt (with the exclusion of debt owed to international fi nancial institutions). Fourthly, in accordance with the position of the Offi ce of Public Procurement, Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego is obliged to apply and comply with the procedures of public procurement. Fifthly, eventually, after Poland adopts the euro, BGK will be entitled to provide banking services to the state budget. 4 Sixthly, BGK is obliged by law to operate the accounts of the National Health Fund.
These possibilities and the pursuit of tasks in the scope of funds located at BGK, considering also their size, should form part of the public fi nances reform. The fi rst and foremost issue seems to be the necessity to regulate the status of funds located at BGK. Two opposing solutions seem to be possible to achieve this aim -the inclusion or the exclusion of these funds. The fi rst proposal would mean the liquidation of the funds or a part of them (at least the credit and guarantee ones, such as NHS). The liquidation of funds would not mean the termination of the government support of individual domains of economic and social life. It would be possible to assume that BGK would continue the activities taken up until now, but exclusively as programs realized under separate acts, within own activities. The capital of the funds would be transferred to the statute fund or to a supplementary capital of BGK, which would be advantageous for two reasons:
1. it would solve the risk-related problems and cause a capital strengthening within the New Capital Requirements (Basel II);
2. it would increase BGK's operational possibilities in relation to credit concentration standards.
A recapitalization of a few billion of BGK, without any cost to the budget, seems to be a solution advantageous to both BGK as well as to the sector of public fi nances. It should be noted that BGK, as a state bank has very limited possibilities of recapitalization, i.e. from profi t and/or from state budget recapitalization (possibly in the form of a contribution-in-kind, e.g. minority stakes held by State Treasury). After the liquidation of funds, in order to support government programs, BGK would grant credits, guarantees and sureties on its own behalf and account, using the funds from budget subsidies. Funds from the liquidation of funds (established on the basis Currently, BGK pursuant to Art. 160 of the Act on Public Finances, within the framework of banking services provided to the state budget, could operate the current accounts of state special purpose funds, unless the provisions of separate acts provide otherwise, the current accounts of budgetary enterprises and of auxiliary enterprises of budgetary units and auxiliary accounts. Moreover, as a bank of fi rst choice (without the procurement procedure), pursuant to the aforementioned article, BGK could operate the bank accounts of state legal persons established under separate acts, included in the public fi nances sector (government agencies).
of statement of liquidation and the opinion of an expert auditor) would increase the stature of supplementary fund of BGK. The intention, thus, should be to create legal framework in accordance with which BGK, as a commercial bank within the scope of its own activity, would pursue banking operations, supporting social and economic government programs as well as local self-governance and regional development programs, with the employment of public funds. The liquidation of certain funds in the proposed way, i.e. through the recapitalization of BGK from these funds, would solve the problem of providing BGK with appropriate own funds, enabling BGK to become more involved in large projects, of increasing the security of BGK and of fulfi lling precautionary standards (capital adequacy ratio).
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The other of the proposed solutions would be directed at exempting the funds located at BGK from capital standards. Such a solution could be implemented in various manners. The fi rst would be to introduce special capital standards exclusively for BGK directly in the provisions of the Act on BGK -with consideration of the specifi city of the functioning of these funds. These provisions, as lex specialis to the Act on Banking Law would defi ne the legal standards of exclusion for BGKwhile considering the specifi city of these funds' functioning. Another solution could be the amendment of Art. 128b of the Act on Banking Law, enabling to use the legal exclusion in practice. The amendment should involve creating a substantive law provision concerning the capabilities of a defi ned discretionary decision of the supervisory bodies without the currently isolated prerequisites, which, in practice, are impossible to fulfi ll. That is because it is impossible to completely relieve BGK, operating the fund, of the risk, for example in the scope of operational risk. The third alternative in this issue could be to transform the said funds into state special purpose funds. Such a solution, i.e. the creation of new special purpose funds by way of an act is provided for by the Act on Public Finances (the 1998 act did not provide for such a possibility).
6 Another solution could be to exclude the funds from BGK and to grant them the form of a separate organizational unit, which would exclude the liability of BGK for losses arising from the activity of funds. One issue must be considered: whether or not such a unit should have legal personality; in the event of units with legal personality, they could be, e.g. special purpose funds, companies of which BGK would be the only (100%) shareholder, or legal persons managed by BGK similarly to the Social Security Fund managed by the Social Insurance Company or investment funds managed by the Investment Fund Company.
Currently, despite listing the funds located at BGK in the Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego balance sheet, there are no possibilities of including them in own funds pursuant to the requirements of the Act on Banking Law. 6
The employment of solutions in the scope of funds and recapitalization of the Bank included in the public fi nances reform by professor Zyta Gilowska (liquidation of a part of BGK funds or their transformation into special purpose funds, or the inclusion of certain funds among Bank's own funds in exchange for transferring tasks to the Act on BGK).
Another change should be introduced in the context of banking services provided to the state budget. It does not seem like a rational solution to maintain a time limit from which BGK could start providing banking services to the state budget. The issue of preparing an adequate infrastructure for the operation of the state budget is much more important. In the author's opinion, with the amendment of the Act on Public Finances, it would be necessary to exempt BGK from the obligation to pay the obligatory reserve on public funds collected on budget accounts. Such an action would require the amendment of the Act on Narodowy Bank Polski. Also the issue of BGK's bankruptcy in terms of operating public accounts should be considered. It should be noted that NBP has no bankruptcy capacity.
The issue of public procurements does not seem to be of less importance. Without negating completely the interpretation of the Offi ce of Public Procurement, which regards BGK as a "public utility institution", the justifi ability of introducing these procedures should be considered in the context of broadly understood activity on fi nancial markets. In the author's opinion, BGK should enjoy defi ned subjective exclusions in the scope of public procurements, analogically to Narodowy Bank Polski. The procedures of public procurement would not be limited to only, for example, the purchase of equipment, software, furniture, deliveries, etc. In the light of the position held by the Offi ce of Public Procurement during the work on the Act on BGK, the EU law allows for a very small margin of exemptions from the mode of public procurement which, in the case of BGK, is limited to banking services provided to the state budget. It seems that in the light of EU regulations, the only possible solution is the subjective exclusion of a defi ned scope of BGK's activity from the mode of public procurement. It must, however, be noted that other banks controlled directly or indirectly by public fi nance sector units are not subject to the procedure of public procurement in the scope of own (commercial) activity. In the event of a subjective exclusion of BGK from the provisions on public procurement being impossible, actions should be undertaken towards the subjective exclusion of strictly banking operations (similar subjective exclusions are granted to Narodowy Bank Polski).
To sum up, BGK is currently an important institution within the system of public fi nances. Even though BGK remains outside of the public fi nance sector, it seems necessary to join the public fi nances reform with changes in the principles of functioning of BGK and of funds located at it. The scope of BGK's activity as an entity realizing government programs is a signifi cant factor pointing towards the necessity to consider these issues jointly with a complex reform of public fi nances.
